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THE APPROXIMATION OF FUNCTIONS 
IN THE SENSE OF TCHEBYCHEV I 
J lRI §MERK,Brno 
(Received July 3, 1973) 
INTRODUCTION 
This paper gives a sufficiently general and complete approach to the theory of the 
linear approximation of functions in the sense of Tchebychev. The theory will also 
serve as a basis for next papers which, perhaps, will follow. 
The concepts dimM V9 fi(M) and the concept of a minimal set are generalizations 
of the analogous concepts of [4]. The concept of a representative subset is original. 
In the paper the following notations are used: 
R is the space of all real numbers, C is the space of all complex numbers, N is the 
system of all natural numbers, N0 = N u {0}. 
x 
For xeC, .x + 0we define sign x = -—r and sign 0 = 0. For all x e C we have 
1*1 
x . sign x = | x |. 
0 is the notation for the empty set. 
If X9 B are sets, then the system of all mappings of the set B into the set X will be 
denoted by XB. We have X0 = {0}. 
Let X9 B be sets,/e X
B
9 M cz B. Then the restriction of the function/to the set M 
will be denoted by fM. (Exactly written fM =fn(MxX).) We have fMeX
M, 
If M is a set, then card M means the cardinal number of M (the number of the 
elements of M). 
If P e XB, then P = o means: P(x) = o for all x e B. 
| e i (* i ) . . .Ci(^)( 
We denote det Qk(*j) = if the order of the determinant is 
]&(*l) .Qn(*n)\ 
evident from the context. 
T-space means a topological space, L-space means a linear space and NL-space 
means a normed linear space. 
Remark. X will denote the space in which the considered functions have their 
values. We shall mostly assume that X is an NL-space over a field S, where S =- R 
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or S = C. The zero vector of X will b3 denoted by o. In some theorems we shall 
assume that Xis a strictly normsd NL-spic^; that means that | * + y| = |:*:| + Iy | 
and | .x | = 1̂ 1 implies x = y. 
The most important results (Chapter 2) are derived by the assumption X = S = R 
(real functions) or X = S = C (complex functions). 
TheDrem (HMly). Let ne N Let {A-Ji e /} be a system of convex and closed subsets 
of Rn containing at least n + 1 sets. Let every n + 1 distinct sets At have a common 
point and suppose thit th^re exists a finite subsystem, the intersection of which is 
bounded. Then f) At ?- 0. 
i e / 
Proof is given e.g. in [2]. 
Definition. The approximation problem may be formulated in general in the follow-
ing way: 
Let Y be a set, Q be a mapping of Yx Y into <0, + co>. Let V a F, V ^ 0 , / e Y. 
Let us denote \i = inf Q(Q,f). 
QeV 
An element Pe V is called the element of the best approximation for / i n V iff 
Q(PJ) = M-
Remark, Q has mostly the properties of a metric or of a norm. However, we also 
admit the cases Q(Q,f) = +oo and pt = +co. This approach enables us to deal 
with functions which may be unbounded. 
Remark. If Y is a space of functions, then the functions QeV are called "poly-
nomials". 
1. FUNCTIONS WITH THE VALUES IN AN NL-SPACE 
1.1. The Independence and the Dimension in a Subset 
Assumption (for § 1.1.). Let B be a set, let X be an L-space over a field S. 
Definition 1. If / geXB, we define a function f+geXB by the relation 
(f+g)(x) ="f(x) + g(x). If feXB and ceS, we define a function c.feXB 
by the relation (c . / ) (x) = c .f(x). 
Remark. XB is then an L-space over S. 
Definition 2. Let M <= B. Functions Ql9..., Qn eX
B will be called independent 
in the set M iff the restrictions of them to the set M are independent as functions 
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of XM, i.e. iff there do not exist numbers at, •-, an e 5 not all zero such that £ a*. 
ß*C*) = o for аll JC є M. 
fc-sl 
Theorem L L e t M c D c B. If functions Q t , ..., Q% 6 X
B are independent in M, 
then they are independent in D, too. 
Therein 2. Let Vbe a saboice of Xs, let M cz B. Let us denote W = {giVf/g e V}. 
(1) W is a su'ospxce of Xs1. 
(2) If Vis of a finite dimension, then Wis of a finite dimension, too and dim W £ 
S dim V. (See Theorem 1 for D = B.) 
Definition 3. Let Vbe a subspice of XB9 let M c B. Let us denote W = {QJQ s V}. 
(1) Let Wbe of a finite dimension. Then we define dim^ V = dim W. Tnis nunber 
will be called the dimension of V in the set M 
(2) We shall say that functions Qi9 ..., Q, e Vare generating for V(form a basis 
of V) in the set M iff the restrictions of them to M are generating for W (form 
a basis of W). 
Theorem 3. Let Vbe a subspace of XB9 let M c D c B. If functions Qt, ..., Qrt e V 
are generating in D, then they are generating in M, too. 
Theorem 4. Let V be a subspace of XB. 
(1) We have dim0 V = 0. If V is of a finite dimension, then dims V = dim V. 
(2) Let M c D cz B and let dimD V exist. Then dimM V exists, too and we have 
dimM V ^ dimD V. 
(3) Let V be of a finite dimension, let M a B. Then dim^ V = dim V iff this 
condition holds: If P e Vis such that P(x) = o for all x e M, then P = o (i.e. P(x) = o 
for all x e 5). 
Proof. (1) is evident, (2) follows from Theorem 1. 
(3) Let Ql9 ..., Qn form a basis of V. 
a) Let dimv V = dim V. Let P e V be such that P(jc) = o for all x e M. We can 
express P in the form P = £ akgfc; hence £ akQk(x) = o for all x e M. As (^, . . . , QH 
k=l fc=l 
are generating in M, they form a basis of V in M and therefore they are independent 
in M. Hence ax = ... = an = 0 and P = o. 
b) Let dimM V < dim V. Then 2 i , ..., Q„ are dependent in M and there exist 
n 
ai9..., an 6 5 not all zero such that £ afcQk(x) = o for all JCSM. Let us put P = 
n k=l 
= I! f̂cQfc- Then P =£ o and P(jc) = o for all JC e M. 
* = i 
Theorem 5. Let V be an ^-dimensional subspace of XB. 
(1) Let M c £ be such that dimM V = m < /*. Then there exists z e £ such that 
H u { z } V^m+1. . 
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(2) There exist points xi9 ..., xme B such that m ^ n and dim{jcif Xm} V = n. 
Proof. (1) Let us admit that such z does not exist. Let Qt,..., Qm e Fform a basis 
of Vin M. We can choose QeV such that Qi9..., Qm, Q are independent (in £). 
For each 2 e B the functions Gi, • ., Qm, Q are dependent in M u {z} and there exist 
m 
numbers ^(z) , . . . , am(z)9 a(z) e 5 not all zero such that £ at(z). Qt(x) + a(z) . Q(x) = 
1 = 1 
= o for all xe M u {z}. The functions Ql9..., Qm are independent in M9 hence 
necessarily c(z) 7* 0. We may assume a(z) = 1 (otherwise we can divide all at(z) 
m 
by a(z)). Specially £ at(z). Qt(z) 4- Q(z) = o for all zeB. Let us choose arbitrary 
i= 1 m m 
z, j> 6 2?. Then for each x e M we have £ ^(z) . Qt(x) + Q(x) = o = J] a*(>0 . 
m i = 1 i = 1 
• *2*(x) + Q(x)> h e n c e £ 0.(z) "~ fl»(y)] • 2t(*) = o. Since Ql5 ..., Qm are indepen-
i= l 
dent in M9 we have tf^z) = at(y) for 1 = 1,..., m. Hence the numbers at(z) are not 
dependent on the point z and we may write only at. 
m 
For each z e 2? we have £ a/. Q^z) + Q(z) = o which is a contradiction with the 
i = l 
independence of Ql9 ...9 Qm9 Q in B. 
(2) follows directly from (1). 
1.2. The Approximation 
Assumption (for § 1.2.). Let B be a set, let X be an NL-space over a field 5, where 
5 = i* or 5 = C. The norm of x e X will be denoted only by | x |. Let V be an 
n-dimensional subspace of X*. 
Theorem 6. Let xi9 ...9xmeBbe such points that d i m ^ mmmtXmy V = n. (Se eTheorem 
5(2).) Let functions Qt, ..., Qn form a basis of V. Then for each number d ^ 0 the 
n 
set Md = {(al9 ...9an)e 5"/ max | £ a* . Qfc(x,) | g d} is bounded. 
j = l , . . . , m k = l 
n 
Proof. We can easily prove that the function F(ai9...,an) = max | £a* . 
j = l , . . . , m k = l 
• Qk(xj) I is a continuous non-negative function in Sn and is equal to 0 only at 
n 
(0,..., 0). The minimum of it in the compact set {(ax, ..., an) e 5
W/ £ | ak \ = 1} is 
* = i 
therefore a positive number c > 0. Let (at, ...,an)e Md, (at, ..., an) # (0, ..., 0). 
Let us denote a = £ | afc |. Then </ ^ max | J] afc . £*(*,) | = £ | a* I . 
kss\ j = l , . . . , m fc=l ft=l 
* a n n d 
. max I £ —*-. Qfc(x.) I ^ £ | a* | . c Hence J] | a J g — and Md is bounded. 
j » l t . . . , m * = i A fc=l * - -
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Remark. We can easily prove that if yi, ...9ymeB are such points that 
n 
dimryi t _yyx V <n9 then for each d = 0 the set Md = {(ax, ...,an)e S
nj max | £ ak. 
1 j = l , . . . , m * = i 
. Qk(yj) I ^ d} contains straight lines and is unbounded. 
Definition 4. For g e XB we shall denote \\g\\ = sup | g(x) |. 
xeB 
Remark. || g \\ is not a norm of XB because we admit also the case \\g\\ = +oo. 
The other properties of a norm (|| g \\ = 0, || g \\ = 0 iff g = o9 || c . g \\ = | c \ . || g ||, 
|| # + h || = || g || + || h ||) are preserved. We have || g \\ < +oo iff g is bounded 
in B. 
Theorem 7. Let fe XB9 let us denote \i = inf || Q - / | | . There exists P e V such 
G e ^ 
that | | P - / 1 | =/ / . 
Proof. We have ji = +oo iff || Q - / | | = +oo for all Q e V9 hence Theorem 7 
holds for \i = +oo. 
Let us assume ^ < +oo. Let Qi9..., Qn form a basis of V. Let us denote v4 = 
n 
= {(a1? ..., an) e S
n/\\ £ afcQk - / II < **+ 1}. We have A *-= 0; let us choose 
k = i 
(bx, ...9bn)eA. Let us denote d = 2/x + 2. By Theorem 5 there exist points 
xl9...9xmeB such that dim^lf...fJCm} V = «, by Theorem 6 the set Md == 
= {(a! 9 ...9a„)e S
nl max | J] afc . Q*(x,) I ;= d} is bounded. If (ax, ..., an) e A9 then 
i = l , . . . , m fc=l 
I  £ (a* - h). Qk || = || ( i akQk - / ) - ( £ 6,0* - / ) || < 2(/i + 1) = d, hence 
fc=l * = 1 * = 1 
(at — bl9 ...9an — bn)e Md and the set A is bounded. 
n 1 
For each m e N there exists Pm = £ afcmQk e V such that || Pm - / 1 | < \i + —. 
*=i w 
For each m e N we have (alm, ..., «nm) e A, therefore the sequence {(a lm,..., «wm)}m-=i 
is bounded. By the Theorem of Weierstrass this sequence has a convergent sub-
sequence; let us assume for brevity that lim akm = ak for k = 1, ..., n. Let us denote 
n m-+co 
P = Z akQk. 
* = i 
For each xeBv/e have lim | Pm(x) - f(x) | = | P(x) - f(x) | and | PJx) - fix) \ < 
i m-*oo 
< ju + —• for all m e N. Hence | P(x) -f(x) | = fi, i.e. || P - / | | = j*. 
Corollary. We have \i = 0 iff / e V. 
1.3. The Approximation on a Subset 
Assumption (for § 1.3.): Let B be a set, let Xbe an NL-space over a field S9 where 
S = R or S = C. Let Vc X*, F * 0,/eX* Let us denote /x == inf || Q - / | | . 
QeV 
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Definition 5. Let M c B. 
(1) Let Q 6 V. If M = 0, we put I g - / I * -> 0. If AT ?• 0, we put || Q -f\\M -. 
-= sup | 0Oc)-/(;c)|. 
x e M 
(2) Weput/i(M) = i n f | | e - / | | M . 
Qef/ 
(3) We say that P e V is a polynomial of the hest approximation to / in the set 
M i f f | | P - / | | M = /i(M). 
Remark. (1) || Q - / | | B = || Q - / | | for all QeV, /i(0) = 0, KB) = /*. 
(2) We admit, of course, also the cases || Q — / | | M = H-oo and /*(M) = +oo. 
We have }i(M) < 4- oo iff there exists QeV such that the function Q - / i s bounded 
in M. It holds e.g. if M is finite. 
(3) Mostly V will be a subspace of XB. 
Theorem 8. Let K b e a subspace of XB, let M c i? and let dimM V exist. Then 
there exists Pe V such that || P - / | | M = KM). 
Proof. The assertion follows from Theorem 7 if we apply it to M, {gM/Q e P}» 
/M , /t(M) instead of to B, V, / , /t. 
Theorem 9. (1) If M c D c 5, then ju(M) = KD). 
(2) If M c B, then 0 = KM) = /*. 
(3) Let M c D c £ and KM) = /*(£>). If Pe V has the property || P -f\\D = 
- /i(D), then also || P - / | | M = KM) = /*(£)• 
(4) Let M c 5 and KM) = /*. If Pe Vhas the property || P - / | | = /i, then also 
II -P-ZBir - rt-V) = J". 
(5) Let M c D c 5 and KM) = MD). Let P e Fhave the property || P - / ||M = 
= KM) and let no other function of V have this property. If Q e V is such that 
II Q - / l l n = tf-D), then G = -P and hence || P - / | | D = /i(D). 
Proof. (1) If M = 0, the assertion is obvious. Let us assume M # 0. For all 
Qe Vwe have || Q -f\\M S II Q ~ / I U hence /*(M) = /i(D). 
(2) follows from (1) for D = B. 
(3) We have /*(D) = KM) = || P - / | | M = || P - / l b = /i(D) therefore the 
equalities hold. 
(4) follows from (3) for D = B. 
(5) By (3), we have || Q - / | | M = /*(M) hence g = P. 
1.4. The Passage to a Finite Subset 
Assumption (for § 1.4.). Let B be a set, let X be an NL-space over JR. Let V be an 
n-dimensional subspace of XB (n e N0), let fe X
B, let us denote \i = min || Q — / II • 
QeV 
Theorem 10. /* = sup K{xi > • • •» **+1 })• 
* i X n + i e B 
Pr o o f. Let us denote p = sup /i({xj, ..., xn+1}). By Theorem 9 (2), p = /i. 
X i , . . . , . « n + i € B 
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If p =. + oo, then also \i = + oo. Therefore we may assume p < + oo. Let 61 > • • •»-2» 
form a basis of K 
n 
For each x e 5 let us put FV(x) = {(a,,..., a„) e .R"/| £ «* . Qk(x) - f(x) \ g, /»}. 
* = 1 n 
Let (a,,..., o j , (^ , . . . , b„) e fV(*), 0 < r < 1. Then | £ [«.» + (1 - r) *d • 
k = l 
. Qk(x) - / (* ) I = I r . ( £ ak . Qk(x) -f(x)) + (1 - r) . ( £ *k . Qk(x) - /(*)) | £ 
fc=l fc=l 
^ r . P + (l— r) .p = p. Hence JV(jc) is a convex subset of Rn. We can easily prove 
that W(x) is also closed. 
Let Xi,..., xw+1 e B be arbitrary. By Theorem 8, there exists Q e V such that 
iQ(*fc)-/(*fc)i£ti{x19..;xm+i})£P for fc = i, ...,« +1.if e = £-4*e*, 
fc=l 
then(a t , . . . , a„) e JVOq) n ... n JVC*-,̂ ). Hence each n + 1 sets JV(x)have 
a common point. 
By Theorem 5, there exist points xx, ...,xmeB such that dim{xi>_>Xm} IV = n. Let 
n 
us denote d = p + max |/(x,) |. The set Md = {(at, ...,an)eR
nl max | J] a* . 
i = l . . . . , m i » l , . . . , m fc=l 
• £>*(•*;) 1 = ^} is bounded by Theorem 6. If (at,..., an) e W(xx) n ... n JVOO, then 
II R 
fo r j= 1, ..., m we have | £ akQk(xJ) \ = \ £ akQk(xj) - f(Xj) \ + !/(*,) | Sp + 
fc=i k = i 
+ max \f(Xj) | = d, hence (ai9 ...,an)e Md. Hence the set JVC*-.) n ... n W(xm) 
/ = l,...,w 
is bounded. 
If card B f? w, we can choose such points * i , . . . , JC,,+I 6 -6 that J = {xt..., x,,.*^} 
and the assertion of Theorem 10 is obvious. Let card B ^ n + 1. Then the system 
{W(x)jx e B) satisfies the conditions of Helly's theorem therefore there exists 
fi 
(al,...,an)ef) W(x). Then | £ akQk(x) - f(x) \ g p for all xeB, hence /x £ 
fc=i 
Theorem 11. Let D be a compact T-space. 
(1) Let {xM}m--i be a sequence of points from D. Then there exists x0 e D such 
that for every neighbourhood U of x0 there are infinitely many meN such that 
xmeU. 
(2) Let {(*7- ...,**+i)}m=i be a sequence of (n + l)-tuples of points from D. 
Then there exist points xt,..., JC„+t e D such that for every neighbourhoods Ut of xx, 
£/2 of x2,..., t^+i of xn+i there are infinitely many meN such that x*e Uk for 
fc = 1, ...,/i + 1. 
Proof. (1) Let us assume that the assertion does not hold. Then for each xeD 
there exists a neighbourhood U(x) of x such that there are only finitely many xm 
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in U(x). {U(x)jxeD} is an open covering of D therefore there exist yt, ...,ypeD 
such that D = U(yi) u ... u t/(yp). But there are only finitely many xm in each U(yt), 
which is a contradiction. 
(2) Let us denote G == D*+1 the Cartesian product of the T-spaces D with the 
topology defined in the theory of T-spaces (see e.g. [7], p. 31). By Tichonov's theorem 
(see [7], p. 37), G is a compact T-space. Moreover, if Ul9 ..., Un+1 are open in D, 
then 17! x... x Un+1 is open in G. The assertion may be obtained by applying (1) 
to G. 
Definition 6. Let D a B. We shall say that D is a representative subset (with 
respect to B, V,f) iff there may be given such a topology on D that: 
(1) D is a compact T-space. 
(2) For each Q e Fwe have: for each x e D and h > 0 there exists a neighbourhood 
U cz D of x such that | Q(y) - f(y) | < | Q(x) - f(x) | + A for all yeU. 
(3) For each xe B there exists y e D such that for each Q e V we have 
IQW-/WI.SIQ(y)-/(y)|. 
Remark. (1) II for each Q e V the function | Q — f\ is continuous in D, then the 
condition (2) of the definition is fulfilled. 
(2) Let B be a compact T-space and let for each Q e V the function | Q — f\ be 
continuous in B. Then B is a representative subset. (This situation may be constructed 
always when B is finite.) 
(3) We define a representative subset in the same way also in the case when X 
is a complex NL-space. 
Theorem 12. Let B have a representative subset D. Then there exist points 
X\, ..., xn + 1 eD such that 
H = M{*i, -..^«+i}) < +oo. 
Proof. If z1, ..., zn+1 e B are arbitrary, then there exist points xi, ..., xn+1 e D 
such that | Q(zk) - f(zk) | £ | Q(xk) - f(xk) | for k = 1, ..., H + 1 and for all Qe V. 
Then fi({zl9 ..., zn+1}) g fi({xi, ..., *n+1}) and with respect to Theorem 10 we 
have ii = sup ju({xx, ..., xn+1}). 
Xlt...,X„+l€D 
Hence for each meN we can choose points x7>..., xn+1 eD such that 
l i m ^ x ^ j •••- *JT+i}) = I1- There exist points xl9 ..., xn+1 e D satisfying the asser-
m-->oo 
tion of Theorem 11 (2). By Theorem 8 there exists PeV such that max | P(xk) -
* - = l , . . . , n + l 
— f(xk) I — M{^i' •••» xn+i})> Let us choose A > 0 arbitrarily. There exist neighbour-
hoods Ux ofxi, ..., Un+1 ofxn+1(Ul9 ..., Un+1 c D) such that for k = 1 , . . . ,« + 1 
and for each xeUkv/e have \P(X) -f(x) | < \P(xk) -f(xk) | + h g ^({^i,, v > ^«+i}) + 
+ A. If yx e Ul9 ...,y„+i e Un+1 are arbitrary, then max | P(yk) - f(yk) | < 
* = i , . . . , » + i 
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< /i({xl9 ..., xn+1}) + h, hence p({yu ...,y«+i}) < fi({xl9 ..., JC„+1}) + A. By 
Theorem 11 (2), there are infinitely many m e N such that x™ e Uk for A: = 1,..., n + 1. 
Then ii({xl9 ..., xn + 1}) + h > /<{x7, •••> -C+i}). By means of the limit passage for 
m -> oo we get pt({xl9 ...9xn+i}) + h = fi. As //({x., ..., A-n+1}) < +oo, we have 
/* < +oo, too. As h > 0 has been chosen arbitrarily, we have p({x1, ..., xw + 1}) ^ /x 
and therefore p({xl9 ...,x,. + 1}) = //. 
1.5. The Minimal Set 
Assumption (for § 1.5.). Let B be a set, let Xbe an NL-space over a field S, where 
S = R or S = C. Let V be an n-dimensional subspace of XB (n e N), letfe XB, let 
us denote n = min || Q — f ||. 
QeV 
Theorem 13. Let m = n + 1 for S = K, m = In + 1 for S = C. 
(1) We have /* = sup /n({x1, ..., xm}). 
x\,...txmeB 
(2) Let B have a representative subset D. Then there exist points xx, ..., xw e 2) 
such that ju = n({xl9 ..., xm}) < +oo. 
Proof. For S = K the assertions follow from Theorems 10 and 12. Let S = C 
and let Q1, ..., Qn form a basis of V. We may consider X as an NL-space over R; 
we keep the sum and the norm, only the multiple must be restricted to the multiple 
only by real numbers. Then XB is an L-space over R9 V remains a subspace of X
B. 
n 
If Q e V, then there exist numbers ax, ...9ane C such that Q = £ cikQk. Let ak = 
*=i 
n n 
= bfc + /q. (where b*, cfc e K) for k = 1, . . . , « ; Q = £ b^ + £ ck. fQ*. On the 
k = l fc=l 
n n 
other hand, if bx, ...9bn,ci9 ..., cn e JR are such numbers that £ bfcQfc + £ ck . iQk s 
n * = 1 k = l 
== o9 then £ (bk + ick) Qk = 0, hencebk + /ck = 0 and bk = c* = 0for k = 1,..., n. 
fc=l 
Therefore the functions Qt,..., iQt,..., Qn, iQn form a basis of V if we take V for 
a subspace of the L-space XB over R. Hence V is a (2«)-dimensional subspace of the 
L-space XB over R. Both assertions follow again from Theorems 10 and 12. 
Definition 7. A subset M c Bis called a minimal set iff fi(M) = ft and n(G) < p 
for every G <=. M such that G ^ M. 
Remark. (1) Let fe V, i.e. ix = 0. Then there exists exactly one minimal set, 
namely 0. 
(2) Let M be a minimal set. Then M *- 0 holds iff f^ V, i.e. iff \i > 0. 
(3) L e t M c 5 , / i > 0 . Then Af is a minimal set iff \i(M) = /x and /x(M - {*}) < p. 
for all JCGM. 
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Proof. (1) Obviously 0 is minimal. Let .M * 0;then0 c M,0 * M,ti(0) = 0 = ft, 
hence M is not minimal. 
(2) If f$ V, then \i > 0, therefore \x(M) > 0 and M # 0. 
(3) If Af is minimal and JC e M, then p(Af - {x}) < \k. On the other hand, let M 
satisfy the latter condition. If G cz Af, G # Af, then let us choose x e M — G. Then 
G cz M — {x}, hence j*(G) <; /i(A/ — {A}) < /i and M is minimal. 
Theorem 14. Let M # 0 be a minimal set. Then for *S = it we have card M ^ 
g dimM V + 1 ^ « + 1, for S = C we have card Af <; 2 . dimM V -f 1 <; 2/* -f 1. 
Proof. Let us denote W = {QM\Q e V}; then W is a subspace of X
M, dim JV = 
= dimM V. Further fM e X
M, /i = /i(AT) = min sup | Q(x) - fM(x) |. Let us denote 
QeW x e M 
iw = dimM V + 1 for S = J*, w = 2 . dimM V + 1 for 5 = C. By Theorem 13 (1) 
applied to Af, W,fM we have /* = sup n({xx,..., xm}). 
*i xeM 
Let us assume that there exist distinct points zx,..., zm+x e M. For & = l , . . . , /w+l , 
we have n(M — {zk}) < \i and therefore there exist points xx,..., xm e M such that 
ix({xx,...,xm}) > max p(M - {zk}).Ifxe M - {*-, . . . ,xm}, then {xl5 ...,xm} cz 
*-=l , . . . , in+ l 
cz M - {*}, therefore /*(AT - {*}) = ^ 1 , . . . , x M } ) > max n(M - {zj), 
*-- i , . . . ,»+i 
hence x${zx, ..., zm+1}. Hence {zx,..., zm+1} cz {xj,, ..., *„,}, which is a contradic-
tion. Necessarily card M ^ m. 
Corollary. If S = R and card Af = / j + l o r S = C and 2n g card M ^ 2 B + 1 , 
then dimM V = w. 
Remark. If there exists at least one minimal set M, then M is finite and necessarily 
fi = fi(M) < + oo. 
Theorem 15. Let B have a representative subset D. Then there exists a minimal set 
which is a subset of .D. 
Proof. By Theorem 13 (2), there exist points xi9 ...,xmeD such that 
fi({xl9 ...,xw}) = p. We can create a minimal set Mcz {xl9 ...,xm} by eventual 
removing several points xt. 
Theorem 16. (1) Let M cz B. Let points x, y e Af be distinct and let | (?(*) - f(x) \ ^ 
^ I Q(y) - /GO I for all QeV. Then (̂Af - {x}) = ^(Af), i.e. M is not minimal. 
(2) Let Af = {xx, ...,xm} be a minimal set. Let yx, ...,ymeB be such points 
that | Q(xk) -f(xk) | = | Q(yk) - fiy£ \ for k = 1, ...,m and for all QeV. Then 
/) = {yi9 ...,ym} is a minimal set, too. 
Proof. (1) There exists Pe Fsuchthat || P - / | |M-{*} = 1$M - {or}). Asy e jl/ -
{A:}, we have i P(x) - f(x) | g | P(^) - f(y) \ £ ^(M - {*}). Hence M-V) ̂  || P- f 
\M ^ j*(Af - {x}) £ ji(Af) and the equalities hold. 
(2) Evidently t*(D) = fiM) = JI, /i(D - fo}) « /*(M - {**}) < ^. 
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Theorem 17. Let M ¥> 0 be a minimal set, let P e V be such that || P - / ||M •= ft 
Then | P(x) - / ( x ) | = \i for all xeilf. 
Proof. Conversely, let us admit that there exists z e M such that | P(z) — f(z) | < 
< \i. The inequality fi(M — {z}) < n holds and there exists QeV such that 
HG -/llif-{*> = »(M - W) < 0- Then necessarily |Q(z) - / ( z ) | = ft Let 0 < 
<g<lI^i)H we have a<L Let US pUt T~°Q + 
+ (1 - a) P; then r e F. For all x e M we have | r(x) -f(x) \ S a . | Q(x) - / (x ) | + 
+ (1 -a).\P(x)-f(x)\. If x e M - { z } , then | T(x) - / ( * ) \ S a. fi(M - {z}) + 
+ (1 - a). ii < ft Moreover | T(z) - f(z) \ = \ P(z) - f(z) \ + a. (| Q(z) - / ( z ) | -
- | P(z) - /(z) |) < ft Hence /i(M) ^ max | :T(x) - f(x) \ < [i, which is a con-
tradiction. 
Theorem 18. Let X be strictly normed. Let M ^ 0 be a minimal set. Let P, Q e F 
be such that || P - / ||M = || Q - / ||M = ft Then P(x) = Q(x) for all x € M. 
Proof. Let us denote T = — (P + 0 . For all x e M we have | T(x) - /(x) | = 
= y I [PW - / W ] + [G(*> - /**) ] I -S y d P(x) -f(x) I + I Q(x) - / ( x ) | ) £ 
g //, i.e. || F - / ||M = ft By Theorem 17, we have | T(x) - f(x) | = \i for all xeM , 
therefore | [P(x) - /(x)] + [Q(x) - /(x)] | = | P(x) - f(x) \ + | Q(x) - f(x) \, 
I P(x) - f(x) I = I Q(x) - /(x) | = ii. From the basic property of the strictly norm ed 
spaces we have P(x) — f(x) = Q(x) - f(x), i.e. P(x) = g(x) for all xeM. 
Remark. Let X be strictly normed and let M ^ 0 be a minimal set. By Theorem 18, 
at each point x e M all the polynomials of the best approximation to / in M have 
the same value which is therefore determined unambiguously by V, f, M. Moreover, 
with respect to Theorem 17, we see that there exists a function r(x) e XM such that 
|r(x) | = 1 for all xeM and if PeFand | | P - / | l M = ft then P(x)=/(x) + 
+ [i. r(x) for all xeM . 
Theorem 19. Let M c B, /i(M) = ft Let PeV, || P - f\\M = ji and let no other 
polynomial of the best approximation to / in M exist. 
(1) If M c D <z B, then || -P — / 1 | j> = j* and there is no other polynomial of the 
best approximation to / in D. 
(2) || P — / | | = JU and there is no other polynomial of the best approximation 
to /( in B). 
Proof. (1) By Theorem 8, there is at least one polynomial QeV such that 
II Q - f IID = /*(-*>) = ft If Q is such a polynomial, we have || Q - / ||M = fx(M) = /i 
by Theorem 9 (3), hence Q = P. Theorefore || P — /IID = M and the assertion holds. 
(2) follows from (1) for D = B. 
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Theorem 20. Let Xbe strictly normed, let M be a minimal set such that dimM V ** n. 
(1) There exists exactly one P e V such that || P - f | | M = V-
( 2 ) I f M c 1 ) c B9 then there exists exactly one Pe V such that || P -f||z> = 
= /*. 
(3) There exists exactly one Pe V such that || P - f | | = /*. 
Proof. (1) Let P, Q e V and || P - f\\M = || Q - f\\M = 1*. By Theorem 4 (3), 
we have P — Q = o9 i.e. P = Q. 
(2) and (3) follow from (1) and from Theorem 19. 
2. REAL AND COMPLEX FUNCTIONS 
2.1. Some Auxiliary Results 
Remark. In the following we restrict ourselves to real and complex functions. That 
means X = S where S = R or S = C. In both cases S is a strictly normed NL-space 
over S and all the previous results hold. 
Theorem 21. Let B be a set, let S = R or 5 = C. Functions d , . . . , Q„ e SB are 
independent iff there exist points xl9 ...9xne B such that det Qk(x3) =fi 0. 
Theorem 22. If B is a finite set, then dim SB = card 5. If B is infinite, then SB is 
not of a finite dimension. 
Theorem 23. Let £ be a set, let 5 = R or S = C. Let V be a subspace of SB, let 
(1) Let M c B, let Af be finite. Then dimM V <; card M. 
(2) Let M c B, reN and let dimM F exist. Then dimM V ^ r holds iff there 
exist Pl5 . . . ,P re V and x1? . . . ,* re Af such that detPk(Aj) 7-= 0. 
I.e. dimM V ^ r iff there exists D a M such that dim^ V = card D = r. 
(3) If points *!, ..., *-.€ i? are such that dim{jcif>> ,Xn> F = «, then for arbitrary 
yi»•••»y» e S there exists P e V such that P(xfc) = yk for fe = 1,..., n. If, moreover, 
dim V = /1, then there exists exactly one such P. 
(4) Let M a B9 dimM F = t e N0 and z e B. Let us denote D = M u {z}. Then 
r ^ dim/, F <* t 4- 1. 
(5) Let dim V = w, let Ql5 ..., Q„ form a basis of V. Let M = {xl9 ...,xm) c 5. 
Then dimM V is equal to the rank of the matrix 
/ei(*i)...0i(*m)^ 
\G.(*l) - . Qn(xm)j 
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Proof. (1) Let us denote W = {QJQ 6 V}. Wis SL subspace of SM, hence dimM V= 
== dim W = card M by Theorem 22. 
(2) If the latter condition is fulfilled, then by Theorem 21 the functions Pl9 ..., Pr 
are independent in M and hence dimM V ^ r. On the other hand, if dimM V ^ r, 
then there exist Pt, ...,PreV independent in M and by Theorem 21, there exist 
points xt,..., xr e M such that det Pk(xj) ^ 0. By putting D = {xx,..., xr} we can 
prove the assertion concerning D. 
(3) By (2) there exist Pt,...,PmeV such that detPfc(x,.) =* 0. Then there exist 
" n 
at, ...9an$eSsuch that £ afcPk(^) = ^ for; = 1,...,«. We may put P = J] M V 
*=i fc=i 
n 
Let dim V = n. Then the functions Px, ..., P„ form a basis of V. If Q = £ bfcPfc e V 
» *=i 
is such that Q(x,) -= y} for/ = 1, . . . ,«, then J] bkPk(xj) = v. for/ = 1, ..., n and 
k = i 
hence a* = bk for k = 1, ..., n. Hence Q = P. 
(4) Let us admit that there exist functions Pt, ..., Pt+2 e Vwhich are independent 
in D. By Theorem 21, there exist distinct points xl9 ..., xt+2e D such that det Pk(xj) ^ 
it 0. If z £ {*!, ..., x r + 2}, then by (2) we have dimM V ;> t + 2, which is a con-
tradiction. Let then e.g. xt+2 = z. Then at least one subdeterminant of the order 
t + 1, determined by the first t + 1 columns, is non-zero; then by (2), we have 
dimM V ^ t + 1 which is a contradiction again. Hence necessarily dim^ V = t + 1. 
On the other hand, dim^ V ^ dimM V = t. 
(5) Let / be the rank of the matrix A, s = dimM V. By (2), we have s ^ t. As 
2i> •••> Qn a r e generating in M, there exist Qh, ..., Qis among them which form 
a basis in M. Then the rows with the indices i±, ..., is are independent and hence 
s tk t; together s = t. 
Theorem 24. Let B a set, let S = R or S = C, let V be a subspace of SB andfe SB. 
Let M c B be finite and dimM V = card M. Then i*(M) = 0. 
Proof. By Theorem 23 (3), there exists PeVsuch that P(x) = f(x) for all xe M. 
Hence v(M) = 0. 
Theorem 25. Let 5 be a set, let S = -K or S = C and « e N. Let V be an «-dimen-
sional subspace of SB, letfe SB. Let M ̂  0 be a minimal set. If S = i*, then we have 
card M = dimM V + 1. If S = C, then we have dimM V + 1 _* card M ^ 
g 2.dimM V+ 1. 
Proof. By Theorem 23 (1), dimM V =" card M. If dimM V = card Af, then by 
Theorem 24 we have fi = p(M) = 0, which is in a contradiction with M # 0. Hence 
dimM V + 1 _̂  card M. The assertions follow now from Theorem 14. 
Theorem 26. Let B be a set, let 5 = R or S' = C and n e N. Let V be an «-dimen-
sional subspace of SB9 let fe S
B. 
(1) Let Mcz Bund zeMbe such that p(Af- {z}) < pt(M). Then dimM_{r} V= 
= dimMV. 
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(2) Let M be a minimal set and let z e M. Then dimM-{2} V = dimM V. If, more-
over, S = R9 then we have dimM_/z} V = card M — 1 = card (M — {z}) and hence 
MM - {z}) = 0. 
Proof. (1) Let us denote D = M — {z}, r = dim^ V + 1 and let us assume that 
dimM V g> r. Then we can choose Pi9 ...9Pre V independent in M. They must be 
dependent in D and there exist numbers ai9 ...9areS not all zero such that 
r r 
J] akPk(x) = 0 for all xeD. Then necessarily J] 0*Pk(Z) ̂  0- There exists Q e IV 
*=-i *=i 
such that || Q - f ||fl = MD). Let us denote b =
 e l Z ? " f f l , r = Q - b . £ akPk. 
Lak"\\Z) fc=l 
We have T(x) = Q(x) for all xeD9 i.e. || T - f \\D = n(D)9 moreover T(z) = Q(z) -
- ft . £ a*P,(z) = /(z). Hence M^) = || T - / ||M = || T - / \\D = fi(D) < MM), 
k = l 
which is a contradiction. Hence dimM V = r — 1 = dimD V. 
(2) follows from (1) and from the definition of a minimal set. 
2.2. The Approximation on r Points 
Lemma. Let X be a strictly normed NL-space over S where S = R or S = C 
Let xi9 ...9xreX and | xi + ... + xr \ = | xx \ + ... + | xr |. Then there exist 
beX(we can take it among xl9 ...9xr) and real non-negative numbers ax, ...9are S 
such that xfc = afc. b for k = 1, ..., r. 
Proof. Let x9 y e X and |jc + j>| = | x | + | y | ; w e may assume \x\ ^ | y \ > 0. 
lyl 
Then | x | + | y | = | * + yl = 
• ú l + lži 1*1 
(-l-0- I*I x + y '(-l-0-
\x\ + \y\ = \x\ + \y\. All the terms are equal, especially 
l .v| 





1 v I 
= | y |, we have y = -.—r. x + \y\. Since 
and we may take b = x. The proof of Lemma can be completed by the induction 
Theorem 27- Let S = R or S = C, let r e N. Let the numbers Cx,..., Cr e 5 be 




(1) We have min max | i/fc ( = d. 
(wi uP)e-4 k-*l, . . . ,r 
r 
(2) Let(u1 , . . . ,u r)e.y. Thenwehave £ Qu* = Cand m a x |u.|_</iffwe 
* - - * - i r 
have uk = d. sign (CC») for Ck # 0 and | .vfc | _ d for Ck = 0 (fc = 1,..., r). 
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Proof. Then assertion is obvious for C = 0. Let us assume C?-0 ; then d > 0. 
If (ul9..., ur) eA9 then | C | = | ECkuk \ = Z | Ck\. | uk \ g (max | uk\). E | Ck |, 
hence max \uk\ }> d. 
Let (ui9..., ur) e _4, max 1*/* | = d. Then we have the equalities in the previous 
calculation. Therefore we have | uk \ = dfor Ck 7* 0 and we conclude by Lemma that 
there exist _? e S and numbers at ^ 0, ...,a r ^ 0 such that C*i/k = akbfork = l,...,r. 
Let us denote a = Iak. We have C = rCki/k = la^b = ab. Let C* ^ 0. Then \uk\ = 
= d > 0, ak > 0; necessarily b 7* 0, a > 0. Further | Cfc | . d = a* . | b \, hence ak = 
„ .JAL </w _-- *-____?*_=-_
 6 - |C*M = a^ . lQ j .C , Jss C.Ck dss 
1*1 * ' * Q C k . | 6 | |<*|.C fc.Ck * ! C | . | Q | ' 
= d. sign (CCfe). If Ck = 0, necessarily | uk \ ^ d. 
r r 
Let (1*1,..., «r) e S
r and uk = d. sign (CCfc) for C* / 0. Then £ C*t/k = £ Cfc. 
*=i *=i 
.d. (sign C). (sign Cfc) = d.(signC). £ | CJ = | C\ . - £ - = C, hence (ui9 ...9ur)e 
*=i |U 1 
eA.If moreover | uk \ ^ d for Cft = 0, then max | uk \ = d. The proof is completed. 
Remark. If C = 0 or if Ck 7* 0 for k = 1, ..., r, then there exists exactly one 
(ui9 ...9ur)eA such that max | uk \ = d, namely uk = d. sign (CCfc) for k = 1, ..., r. 
Otherwise there are infinitely many such (ut, ..., t/r) e _4. 
Theorem 28. Let B be a set, let S = P or S = C and r = 2. Let jq, ..., xr e B. 
Let V be a subspace of 5B such that dim{xij ^Xr} V = r - 1, let Pi9 ..., P,.^ e V 
form a basis in {xl9..., xr}. Letfe *S
B. For k = 1, ..., r let us denote 
C„ = (-1У л-i 
Л(«i) - Л ( * _ - i ) -*i(*_+i) - I Ж ) 
>ř_.(xx) ... 7V,(**_.) P r _. (x t +,) ... -»ř-i(*г) 





(1) For each P e V we have V C*. P(xfc) = 0, hence V Ck. [P(xfc) - f(xk)l = C. 
*=i *=i 
(2) /.({*!,.. . , xr}) = min max | Q(xk) - f(xfc) | = d. 
QeF *=-l,...,r 
(3) If P e V is such that max | P(xfc) - f(xk) \ = d, then P(xk) - f(xk) = d. 
* = l,...,r 
, sign (CCk) for Q # 0. 
(4) On the other hand, if vt, ..., vr e S are such that vfc = f(xk) -f d. sign (CCk) 
for Ck # 0, then there exists Pe V such that P(xfc) = vk for fc = 1, ..., r. 
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(5) If Pe V is arbitrary, then M { * i , - , x,}) = ' ^ ' ^ c j ^ ^ ' " 
(6) Let Pe V have the property that there exists he S9 h ^ 0 such that h. Cfe. 
.[i>(*fc)-f(^^ 
hence min | P(xfe) - f(xk) | = ju({xl9..., xr}) = max | P(xfe) - f(xk) |. 
C?-k0 C l r * 0 
(7) Let P e V be such that there exist he S9 h ^ 0 and p = 0 such that A . Cfe. 
. lP(xk) -Z(*fc)] = 0 for k = 1, ..., r and | P(xfe) -f(*fe) | = p f o r C ^ 0. Then 
M{*i>--->*r}) =P-
Moreover, if D c 5 is such that {xx, ..., xr) c D and | P(x) - f(x) | ^ p ior all 
xeD, then /i(D) = p. 
Hence, if moreover || P — / 
Proof. Let PeV. Then 0 = 
= p9 then fi = p. 
P(Xl) -Pl(*l)-. ^r-l(*l) 
P(xr) P^x,) . . . P , . ^ , ) 
= £Cfe.P(xfe), hence (1) 
k = l 
holds. 
If Hi, ..., ur e S9 £ Ckuk = C, then 
fc=i 




ur+f(xr) Px(xr) ...Pr-X(xr) 
As the columns of the determinant from the second to the r-th are independent, 
there exist al9..., are S such that £
 a
kPk(
xj) = uj + /(*,) for J = 1, ..., r. Let 
r - l fc=l 
Q = £ %P*> then Q(x;) - / ( * , ) = w; forj = 1, ..., r. 
fc= I 
r 
Let us denote A = {(«1? ..., wr>e S"/£ Ckuk = C}. Then ,4 = {(g(*i) - / ( x j , . . . , 
fc=i 
•••> Q(xr) - f(
xr))lQe V}. The assertions (2), (3), (4) follow now immediately from 
Theorem 27. The assertion (5) follows from (1) and (2). 
(6)Forfc - 1, ... ,rwehaveh . Cfe. [P(xfe) -/(**)] = | h \ . | Cfe | . | P(xfe) -/(* fe) |, 
i.e. Cfe . [Piped - /(**)] = (sign h).\Ck\.\ P(xh) - f(*fe) |, hence | £ Cfe. 
• [̂ (*fc) ~ Z(*fc)] I = £ I c* I • I **(**) - /(**) I • T ^ inequalities follow from the fact 
that we may sum | Cfe | . | P(;cfe) - f(xfe) | and | Cfe | only for such k for which Cfe # 0. 
(7) The first part follows from (6). If D has the required property, then fi(D) ^ 
.= K{xi> •••> xr}) = P = II P - / I I D .= A*0W anc* ^ equalities hold. If we put 
D = 5, we have the last assertion. 
Remark. (1) We have Cfe ^ 0 iff dim{xu„„Xk_ttXk+u_iXr) V = r - 1. This follows 
from Theorem 23 (2). 
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(2) Let C = 0 or Ck ^ 0 for k = 1, ..., r. If P e V is such that max | P(xk) -
*-* i r 
- /(*fc) | = d, we have P(xk) = /(**) 4- d . sign (CCk) for fc = 1, ..., r. That means: 
the values of such P in xx,..., xr are not dependent on the choice of P. If, moreover, 
dim V = r — 1, then there exists exactly one P e V with this property; it follows from 
Theorem 23 (3). 
(3) We have d = 0 iff C = 0, i.e. iff there exists Q e V such that Q(xk) = /(**) for 
fc= l, . . . ,r . 
Corollary. Let us formulate Theorem 28 for r = 1: Let B be a set, let S = 2? or 
5 = C, let Xie5. Let V be a subspace of 5B such that dim{JCl} V = 0, let / e S
B. 
We have Q(xt) = 0 for all QeV9 hence /!({*,.}) = min | Q(xx) - /(xx) | = | f(xt) |. 
QeV 
2.3. The Values at the Points of a Minimal Set 
Assumption (for § 2.3.). Let B be a set, let S = P or S = C, let « e N. Let V be 
an H-dimensional subspace of SB9 let &,...,(?-, form a basis of V. Le t / eS
B , let 
us denote fi = min || Q — / 1 | . 
Remark. If M # 0 is a minimal set, then for 5 = P we always have dimM F = 
= card Af - 1. (This is not true of 5 = C) 
Theorem 29. Let M be such a minimal set that card M = r ^ 2, Af = {xx,..., xr}, 
dimM F = r — 1. 
/ei(*i)..-ei(*r)\ 
(1) The rank of the matrix j \ J is r — 1. 
\e„(*i).- QJMI 
(2) Let the rows with the indices il9 ...9ir-x be independent. For k = 1, ..., r let 
us put 
Qu(xi) - <2.r(**-i) Qi&k+i) .. 0fl(*r) 
^ ( - D * - 1 •; 
e,r-i(*i) - e ^ f e - i ) eir-i(*»+i) - e^v*,) 
Then Cfc ^ 0 for k = 1,..., r. 
Proof. (1) The assertion follows from Theorem 23 (5). 
(2) The polynomials Qh,..., Qir_t form a basis in M. Let k e {1 . . . , r}. Then these 
polynomials are generating also in M — {xk}, by Theorem 26 we have dimM_^XJc} F = 
= r — 1, therefore the polynomials QH9 ..., g j r - 1 form a basis in {x l 5 . . . , xfc_l5 
jck+1,..., xr} = M - {**} and are independent here. By Theorem 21, the determinant 
is non-zero, hence Ck ¥* 0. 
Theorem 30. Let M = {xt,..., xr) be such a minimal set that r ^ 2 and dimM V = 
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as r — 1. Let (?<...., Qfr_,e Vbe iideponient in M, let us denote Ci9 .., Cr like in 
r 
Theorem 29 and C = - ] Ck ./(**). 
(1) We have n \c\ 
X IQ1 
(2) Ln Ps V fc>5 su:h thit mix; | P(x*) - / (x*) | = p. Then we have P(xk) -
-/(**) = H • sign (C~k) for k = I, ..., r. 
(3) Let Pe V be such thit P(xfc) - f(xk) = q. sign Cfc for k = 1,..., r (ge 5). 
Then |.q | = mix | P(x*) - f(xk) | = /*. 
* = l , . . . , r 
(4) LetPe V. Then we hive || P - / | | = /x iff we have PC*,) - f(xk) = IIP - / | | . 
. sign (CCk) for k = 1, ..., r. 
Proof. (1) We have jn = /(({xj, ..., xr}) and the assertion follows from Theorem 
28(2). 
(2) By Theorem 29 (2), we have Ck ?- 0 for k = 1, ..., r and hence by Theorem 
28 (3) we have P(xk) - f(xk) = fx . sign (CCk). 
(3) If q = 0, we have JI = fi({xl9 ..., xr}) = 0 which is a contradiction. Hence 
q*0. For k= l , . . . , r we have (sign q). Ck . iP(xk) - /(**)] = | q | . | C J > 0, 
hence by Theorem 28 (7) we have \i = [i({xx,..., xr}) = | q \ = max | P(xk) — /(**) |. 
* = i r 
(4) If || P - / 1 | - Ai, then we have max | P(*fc) | - f(xk) = \x by Theorem 9(4) 
fc=l r 
and the assertion follows from (2). If ths Utter condition is fulfilled, then by (3) we 
have/i= max | P(xk) - f(xk) | = || P - f\\. 
* = l , . . . , r 
Theorem 31. Let M = {x t , . . . , -r(l+1} be such a minimal set that card M ==- n + 1, 
dimM V = rt. For fc = 1, ..., n + 1 let us denote 
QM... Qi(**-i) Qi(*,+1)... ei(^»+i) I 
* - i ^ = ( - 1 ) 
andC= -XCk.f(xk). 
* * - l 
ßЛ(*l) ••• Qn(xk-l) ö„(** + l) ••• Qn(*n + l) 
(1) We have Ai = - ^ 
EICJ 
* « 1 
(2) Let Pe V. Then the following assertions are equivalent: 
(a) max 1 P(xk) - f(xk) \ = fi. 
* - i » + i 
(b) H P - / l l = / x . 
(c) /»(J4) - / ( x t ) = || P -f\\ . sign (CCk) for A: = 1, ..., n + 1. 
(d) There exists qeS such that P(xk) - / (x :J = q . sign C* for k = ! , . . . , « + 1. 
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Proof. (1) The assertion follows from Theorem 30 (1). 
(2) We hive dimM V = n, hence (b) follows from (a) by Theorems 19 and 20; 
(c) follow, from (b) by Theorem 3D (4); (d) follows obviously from (c) and (a) follows 
from (d) by Theorem 31 (3). 
R?imrk. The previous Theorems are of a great importance especially for real 
functions (S = R) because in this case for any minimal set M # 0 the relation 
dimM V = card M — 1 always holds (which is not true of S = C). It is then sufficient 
to prove the existence of a mini mil set (e.g. by Theorem 15). We can seldom find it 
exactly, but even ths knowledge of its existence is of a great importance. 
Remark. Let a minimal set M hive the single element x. By Theorem 25, we have 
dim.rxi. V = 0, hence Q(x) = 0 for all QeV. Hence we have fi = p({x}) = |f(x) |. 
2.4. The Application to the Classical Problem 
Remark. Let us denote R* = < — oo, +oo> = R u { — oo, +oo}. Let us put T = 
= {(b, c)/b, c e R} u {< - oo, c)/c e R} u {(b, + oo>/b e R}. A set M c R* will be 
called "open" iff for each xeM there exists AeT such that x e A, A c M. We can 
easily prove that in this way we get a topology on R*\ R* is then a compact Hausdorff 
T-space with respect to it. The relative topology induced from R* to R coincide with 
the usual topology on R. If B c R*, then C(B) will denote the system of all continuous 
real functions in B. 
Assumption (for § 2.4.). Let J c R* be an interval. Let W be an n-dimensional 
subspace of C(I), let Wsatisfy the Haar condition on /(i.e. Q e Wand Q $ 0, then Q 
has at most n — 1 zeros in /). Let Qt, ..., Qn form a basis of W. Let B <z /be compact, 
let card B = n + 1, l e t / e C(B). 
Lemma. Evidently the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) The Haar condition. 
(2) If xt, ..., xn e I are distinct, then there do not exist a,, ..., aneS not all zero 
n 
such that £ akQk(xj) = 0 forf = 1, ..., n. 
fc=i 
(3) If xt,..., xn € / are distinct, then det Qk(xj) ¥* 0. 
(4) If xt,..., xn e I are distinct and j ^ , ..., yn e S are arbitrary, then there exists 
PeW such that P(xj) = ^ for j = 1,..., «. 
(5) If M c /, then dimM V = min («, card Af). 
Remark. Let us denote V = {QBIQ
 e w)- V is a subspace of C(B), dim V = 
= dimfl W - n. The restrictions of Ql9..., G„ to the set 2? form a basis of V. We 
shall approximate the function / by means of the polynomials Q e V in the set B. 
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If Qe V, then Q -f* C(B) and || Q ~ / | | = m a x | Q(x) - f(x) \ < +00. Let us 
xeB 
denote p = min || Q — / II • 
If Q e W9 then the symbol || G - / I I will denote max | Q(x) - f(x) | = | | g * - / l l -
We have /u = min || Q — / 1 | • 
Theorem 32. Let *-. < x2 < ... < xn+1 be points in /. For k = 1,..., n + 1 let 
us denote 
0i(*i) - Qx(xk^i) Gi(**+i) .- Gifo+i) 
Q = ( - l )* - 1 : 
Qnbx) - e»(^-i) QB(^+i)... e„(^+i) 
Then the numbers C l s . . . , Cfl+1 are non-zero and alternate in sign. 
Proof. Let fee {1, . . . , n). For all xel let us put 
Gi(*i) •.. Qi(**-i) Qi(x) &(**«) . . . Gi(*.+i) 
G.(*l) - &,(**-l) G»(*) &.(** + 2) .. Gn(^+l) 
Then g e JVand g is continuous on <xfc, x*+1>. By Lemma (3), we have Q(x) ¥> 0 
for ail x e <xk, xk+1>. Hence Q(xk) . Q(xk+i) > 0. We have Ck = ( - l )*"
1 Q(x*+1), 
C*+i » ( - 0 * Q(**), hence C*. Ck+i < 0. 
Theorem 33. Let P e JV and let xx < ... < xn+i be points in B. Let us define the 
numbers Ci9..., C5+1 like in Theorem 32. 
(1) We have JI = ^ . . . , xB+1}) =- '
I C * ' f f i » > " ^ x ^ ' . 
(2) Let us suppose that there exists h # 0 such that A . (-1)*. lP(xk) - f(xky] ^ 0 
for k=\,...,n + \. Then p ^ M{*i, -,*,,+.}) = * ' C"' ' ffff ~ / (**} ' £ 
£ min \P(xk)-f(xk)\. 
*=1 n+1 
Remark. The inequality between \k and the last term is the well-known relation 
of de la Valine—Poussin. 
Proof. We have dim{xi Xn+l} F = dim{jtlf_tJCn+l} W = n by Lemma (5). We 
apply Theorem 28 to the restrictions of Gi , . . . , Qn to B and to the functionPB. Then 
(1) follows from Theorem 28 (5). As to (2): Let the condition in (2) be fulfilled. Then 
for k = 1, ..., n + 1 we have Ck ^ 0 and sign Ck = (-1)*"
1 . sign Ci9 hence 
(-A . sign Cx) . Ck . {P(xk) - /(**)] = -A . (sign Cx).\Ch\. (-1)*"
1 . (sign Cx) . 
. {P(xk) - /(**)] = | Ck\ . h . (-1)* . {P(xk) - f(xk)"\ ^ 0. The assertion (2) follows 
from Theorem 28(6). 
Remark. The condition in Theorem 33 (2) says that P - /alternates in sign at the 
points xx,..., xn+! (or P(xk) - f(xk) = 0). 
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Remark. B is a representative subset, hence there exists a minimal set. Let us 
suppose / £ V, i.e. \i > 0. Let us consider such a subset M c: B that card M £ n. 
By Lemma (4) there exists P e JVsuch that P(x) = /(*) for all xe M9 hence ju(Af) = 0. 
Therefore, if M is a minimal set, necessarily card M = n + 1. Hence we have 
dimM V = n by Lemma (5). 
Theorem 34. There exists exactly one Pe W such that || P - / | | = /*. 
Proof. By Theorem 20 (3), there exists exactly one Q e Vsuch that || Q - / 1 | = fi 
We have dimB W = n9 therefore by Theorem 4 (3) two distinct polynomials of W 
cannot coincide in B. If P e W is the only polynomial for which PB = Q, then P is 
the only polynomial of W such that || P — / 1 | = fi. 
Theorem 35 (Tchebychev). Let PeW. Then || P - / 1 | = fx iff there exist points 
xi < ... < xn+i in B and a number he { — 1, +1} such that P(x*) — /(-**) = A. 
. ( - 1 ) * . | | P - / | | f o r k = 1, . . . ,* + 1. 
Proof. If the latter condition is fulfilled, then by Theorem 33 (2) we have p ^ 
= min | P(xk) -f(xk) | = || P - / | | , hence || P - / | | = /*. 
Let || P — f\\ = lJ. For /i = 0we may choose the points xt < ... < xn+t in B 
arbitrarily; let then [i > 0. Let the points xi < ... < x„+1 in B form a minimal set. 
We apply Theorem 31 to the restrictions of Ql9 ..., Qn to B and to the function PB-
Let us denote C%9 ..., C«+i, C as in Theorem 31. For k = 1, . . . , « + 1 we have 
-?(**) - /(**) = /* • s iSn (cc*> = ^ • (siSn O . (~ l)fc_1 . (sign Cx) = -sign (CCX). 
. (-1)* . || P - / | | . As C # 0, we may put h = -sign (CCX). 
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